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The educational challenge of the 21st century is
to achieve higher levels of learning for all children.
(Thurston, Clift, & Schacht, 1993).

Laurence Cremin,

as cited by Howe, wrote:
The aim of education is not merely to make
parents, or citizens, or workers, or indeed
to surpass the Russians or the Japanese, but
ultimately to make human beings who will live
life to the fullest, who will continually add
to the quality and the meaning of their
experience and to their ability to direct
that experience, and who will participate
actively with their fellow human-beings in
the building of a good society. (p. 228).
If schools today are to meet the challenges
mentioned above then we, as principals, need to provide
the leadership that will allow these challenges to
become reality.

Throughout my studies, I have

identified several roles I believe to be essential to
effective leadership.

In this paper I will discuss the

principal as a communicator, motivator, manager, and
instructional leader.

It is the purpose of this paper

to reflect on these roles and to share my beliefs about
the role of the principal in leading an effective
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school so as to meet the challenges that lie ahead.
Dispersed within the text of each role I will also
discuss some qualities that I feel are important for an
effective principal to have in order to meet the
challenges of education today and tomorrow.
Role of Communicator
Communication is important if a school is to be
effective.

School administrators probably engage in

communicating more often than any other process.

To

persuade, instruct, direct, request, present,
stimulate, or develop understanding, administrators
must communicate (Gorton

&

Schneider, 1991).

Communication means that a message not only was sent
but also received and responded to in a way indicating
that it was understood.

Communication is not effective

if you are not understood how you intended to be
understood.

Ubben and Hughes as cited in Gorton and

Schneider (1991) proposed four questions which
administrators can utilize to assess their
communication techniques.
1.

If the message was received, was it read?

2.

If it was read [heard], was it understood?

3.

If it was understood, was it understood in

the right spirit?
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4.

If it was understood in the right spirit,

will it be acted on in a positive manner? (p. 70)
Communication is a two-way process.

In order to

be an effective communicator you must also be an active
listener.

It is important when receiving information

to make sure you understand the intent of the
communication received and respond in a way that
indicates the message was understood.
Modeling behaviors and expectations is probably
the single most important form of communication to all
publics.

"Actions speak louder than words" is a much

used saying but very applicable to principals and how
they communicate beliefs and expectations to their
staff, students, parents, and community.

An example of

the powerful communication of modeling is cited by
Blase and Kirby (1992) in their discussions of the
power of praise.

Teachers, whose principals used

praise frequently and sincerely, found themselves
emulating the principal's positiveness with their
students and with each other.

I believe the effective

use of praise and sensitivity could help smooth the
rough edges in times of anxiety or uneasiness.
In addition to modeling good effective
communication, the principal must have the ability to:
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(a) write messages clearly and concisely for their
intended audiences; (b) utilize facts and data and
determine their value in communication; (c) use current
technology to communicate; and (d) demonstrate skills
in nonverbal communication (National Association of
Elementary School Principals [NAESP], 1991).
Communication can be a very effective tool in creating
and keeping a positive cohesive environment.

The image

a principal projects whether it be verbally,
nonverbally or written forms the dominant perception of
the school on the part of students, staff, parents, and
the community.
For administrators to be effective, they must
communicate effectively with the various constituencies
within the school district.

Kindred, Eagin, and

Gallagher (1990) suggested an effective principal will
identify key communicators and engage in one-on-one
conversations with these people to inform the community
about what is going on in school or to get the pulse of
the community on important issues.

It is also

essential that the principal speak effectively to large
groups of people and articulate beliefs, values, needs
and/or concerns of the school persuasively and clearly.
People are more likely to support a school if they
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understand its mission, goals and accomplishments
(National Association of Elementary School Principals
[NAESP], 1991).

Effective use of the mass media is

also important in communicating to external publics.
Knowing who to contact and how to relate to that person
helps the flow of information to and from the school.
Schools are made up of human beings with different
backgrounds, agendas, and values.

The quality of the

communication between these people depends largely on
the ability of the leader to demonstrate these skills
and foster them in others.

I feel it is of great

importance that the principal have the ability to
communicate high expectations to the staff, students,
parents, and the community.

I believe these

expectations are reinforced through repetition,
clarification, and consistency (Blase

&

Kirby, 1992).

As a principal I hope to model effective communication
and always "seek first to understand, then to be
understood'' (Covey, 1989, p. 237).
Role of Motivator
I have always believed that in order to motivate,
one must be motivated.

Therefore, I must first reflect

on my own motivation for being in education and
becoming a principal.

My desire to become an educator
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started when I was a young lad with my inner desire to
help other people achieve success.

I was fortunate to

be given the ability to be a leader and to be
mathematically inclined.

With this given ability I

chose to become a math teacher and coach, hoping to
make a difference in the lives of others, not just
mathematically but socially and morally.

I feel that I

have made a difference in the lives of many students
but I feel that there is more that I can do.

This is

my main motivation for becoming a principal.
Being a principal I can affect the lives of so
many more students, maybe not always directly but
sometimes indirectly through my motivation and
influence on staff members.

As Campbell (1990) stated

"positive teacher morale translates into more
productive teachers, which in turn translates into more
productive student learning" (p. 4).
We, as principals, need to understand that people
are the most valuable resources in our schools and
motivating these people is the key to successful
leadership.

I believe that to be a successful leader

you need to enhance self-esteem and make others feel
good about themselves.

Such things as listening to

ideas and involving them in the decision making process
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can help make teachers feel important.

Sometimes just

a pat on the back or a note saying good job can lift a
teacher's spirits.

Other times a motivational tape

could be well worth the time spent during a teachers'
meeting or inservice.
Campbell (1990) states that one of the most
important ways to improve staff morale and instruction
is to provide faculty members the opportunity to visit
other schools and classrooms.

If this is true, what a

terrific way of improving morale and instruction at the
same time.

During my 11 years as a high school teacher

I have often wanted, but never received, the chance to
observe what other teachers do in their classrooms.

As

administrators, we need to find ways to provide
teachers the opportunity to observe and dialogue with
other teachers, whether it be a visit to another school
or simply a visit within the same school.

Imagine a

doctor not ever having the chance to observe a
colleague performing his or her role in such a manner
that allows them a different insight into techniques
and/or content that will then allow for their own
learning and growth (Campbell, 1990).
be true for the teaching profession.

The same should
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I feel that it is not only important for me to
motivate my staff, but it is also very important to
motivate the students.

The principal, along with the

staff, needs to create a positive atmosphere where
students can feel good about coming to school and
learning.

Little things such as greeting them in the

hallways in a positive manner and showing them that you
sincerely care about their education can go a long way
toward making a student feel good about school.

To

accomplish this, I feel principals must be visible and
assessable to the students.

This means getting out of

the office and into the classrooms whenever possible.
This is where my strong desire to become an
instructional leader takes over.
Role as Instructional Leader
Instructional leadership may be defined as those
"actions undertaken with the intention of developing a
productive and satisfying working environment for
teachers and desirable learning conditions and outcomes
for children" (Gorton

&

Schneider, 1991).

Instructional leadership as defined by Pellicer,
Anderson, Keefe, Kelley, and McCleary (1990) is the
initiation and implementation of planned changes in a
school's instructional program, through influence and
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direction of the various constituencies in the school.
I believe instructional leadership begins with an
attitude, an expressed commitment to student
productivity, from which emerge values, behaviors, and
functions designed to cultivate, facilitate, and
support student achievement.

Leadership implies

keeping sight of long-term goals and guiding the school
in that direction (Rallis & Highsmith, 1986).
Instructional leadership requires vision, flexibility,
and common sense.

Leaders know where they want to take

an organization, and they move others toward that
vision.

We must be able to transform ideals into

actions to help schools become places of learning that
can make a difference in the lives of children
(Payzant, 1987).

"We must also understand that the

only constant in education will be change, and that we
must anticipate change and make enough sense of it to
guide our schools into the future" (Dr. Doud class
discussion [Introduction to Educational Administration,
27:201]).
Pellicer et al. (1990) observed several important
characteristics of instructional leadership.
1.

Instructional leadership is a shared

responsibility.

For schools to be effective there must
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exist a high level of satisfaction among all the
players of the school.

Instructional leadership is not

limited to a single person or position in a school
system.

Faculty and staff must have a role in the

decision making process of the school.

We need to

understand that positive changes occur when people have
opportunities to come together, to share problems, and
to seek common solutions.

Not all staff members might

be excited about shared decision making but I believe
there are teachers in every school that could and
should be given the opportunity to share this
leadership.
2.

Instructional leadership is situational.

Instructional leadership is manifested in many
different forms depending on the circumstances in a
school.

The type of leadership required in one school

or situation may not fit, or be required, in another.
In one school or particular situation you might need to
take a strong leadership role to move a staff toward a
new paradigm, but in another you might only need to
provide the time and resources for them to run with the
schools shared vision.
3.

Instructional leadership is planned.
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4.

Instructional leadership is enhanced by a

common purpose or mission.

Principals, teachers,

students, and parents all need to know and understand
the primary purpose of schooling and this primary
purpose must be student-centered.

I believe we need to

take advantage of every opportunity to remind students,
teachers, parents, and the community at large that the
primary purpose of the school is to promote student
learning and that everyone must dedicate his or her
efforts to this purpose.

Schools in which the primary

purposes are constantly showcased seem to enjoy a more
trusting and respectful working relationship among
staff, students, and the community.
Parents and community leaders can contribute
significantly to a successful instructional program.
High levels of parent or community involvement can
expedite student achievement, cause greater awareness
of community issues, and foster increased satisfaction
between the school and parents.

One strategy for

increasing the involvement of parents and the community
in the educational process is by making use of a
volunteer program in which parents and/or community
members volunteer to spend a couple of hours a week
helping out in the school.

This can come in various
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forms such as helping students on an individual basis,
reading to a particular group, leading discussions on a
particular subject, or by just helping a teacher take
care of some classroom chores.
5.
taking.

Instructional leadership involves risk
One of the most important consequences of an

atmosphere of mutual respect and trust in a school
district is an atmosphere where there is a willingness
to take risks.

"Instructional leaders take risks, not

because they are foolhardy or careless, but because
they know the effect of risk-taking behavior on others"
(Pellicer, et al., 1990).

We need to carefully

consider both the desirable and undesirable
consequences of our actions and make informed
decisions.

We also need to encourage our staff members

to take similar risks.
6.

Instructional leadership is characterized by

informed behaviors.

It is important that you get the

facts so you don't make impulsive decisions that you
will have to reverse later.

There is nothing that can

ruin the credibility of an administrator quicker than
flipping back and forth on decisions because they were
made impulsively.

Instructional leaders behave in such

a way because they know that these informed behaviors
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are likely to have a positive effect on teachers or
students, and ultimately a positive impact on the
instructional program.
7.

Instructional leaders know what they believe.

Instructional leaders must work hard to stay abreast of
issues and knowledge affecting students and schools, to
form beliefs about these issues and facts, and to let
these beliefs guide them in all their decisions.

We

need to make sure that we keep up on the current trends
in education by reading about and researching these
trends.

Educational Leadership and Phi Delta Kappen

are just a couple of resources that can help you to
keep yourself informed.

Other ways of keeping yourself

informed include going to meetings and/or conventions
or just picking up the phone and calling another
principal and talking about such trends.
8.

Instructional leaders are aware of how

important it is to start off right.

A honeymoon period

of opportunity may exist for a new principal and it is
important for the principal to act decisively during
this time otherwise the challenges might become
stronger as time goes on.

I do feel that it is not a

good idea to attempt to make a lot of major changes in
the first year.

You need to spend that first year
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assessing where you are at and identifying what changes
need to be made.

I feel you need to ask questions to

find out how the staff, students, and community feel
about the school and where they would like it to be in
five years.

According to our class discussions during

secondary school administration, among others, three
main questions that are important to ask are:
do you like about our school?,

(1) What

(2) what would you like

to change in our school?, and (3) how do you see our
school in five to seven years?

It is during the second

year that you start to implement changes, with the
third year being a time of continued implementation and
evaluation.
9.

Instructional leaders always make decisions

in the best interests of their primary clients - the
students.

We must recognize the individual needs of

all students, including those who are at risk because
of diverse cultures, backgrounds, and/or abilities.
10.

Instructional leaders do not ignore problems;

they relentlessly seek them out and deal with them.
They realize that real problems never go away, they
just continue to grow until they become unmanageable.
We must understand that the function of school
leadership is to solve problems, not avoid them.
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11.

Instructional leaders pay attention to the

little things.

As Dr. Decker informed us, "it is the

little things that will get you" (class discussion
[Supervision and Evaluation of Instruction, 27:215]).
The main point of instructional leadership as
found in recent literature is to develop and foster
effective schooling (Willis

&

Bartell, 1990, p. 121).

We as instructional leaders need to recognize the
importance of fostering a positive climate in the
school through shared purposes that break down barriers
between people and promote mutual respect and trust.
The role as instructional leader includes four
basic areas:

(a) curriculum, what students are to learn

and what teachers are to teach; (b) instruction,
atmosphere and experiences used by the teacher to
provide success for every student; (c) staff
development, opportunities for participation in
professional and personal growth; and (d) supervision
and evaluation of teacher and student performance based
on the school's mission and high expectations.

curriculum
An effective principal "assures that the

curriculum specifies what students are to learn, what
skills they are to master, and what values, attitudes
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and habits they are to acquire" (NAESP, 1991, p.10).
Working with staff and community to develop a
curriculum that meets the needs of that student
population is essential for any instructional program.
It is important that the curriculum reflect the values
and goals of the community.

If there is "no buy in" or

relevance to the curriculum on the part of the staff
and community, it probably will not be successful.

As

a principal you need to support the implementation of
the curriculum by seeking out adequate resources to
help with the implementation.

These resources could

include money, personnel, materials, and time for
preparing and implementing the curriculum.

Instruction
Effective principals "lead the way toward creating
a learning environment in which teachers truly teach
and students truly learn" (NAESP, 1991, p.11).
Students should be active in the learning process.

The

simple fact is that students learn by doing.
Instruction also needs to be relevant to the students
own life experiences otherwise they will not see the
relevancy of learning the material, thus creating a
lack of motivation.
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staff Development
If we truly are to be instructional leaders, then
part of our responsibility is to ensure that teachers
are developed to their fullest potential.
development is one means to this end.

Staff

For staff

development to have any impact on the school we must
take into consideration the teacher as an individual
and what his/her needs are.
school as an organization.

We must also consider the
What is the overall

commitment to the development plan?

To have

commitment, the staff needs to have some ownership to
staff development.

Supervision and Evaluation
During our discussion of supervision and
evaluation Dr. Decker gave us a couple of premises
about evaluation that come to mind at this point.
1.

The only known basis for the improvement of

anything is evaluation.
2.

The evaluation in education should be

designed to insure the improvement of teacher
effectiveness {Dr. Decker class notes, [Supervision and
Evaluation, 27:215]).
Effective principals use a variety of techniques
and strategies to assess classroom instruction, student
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performance, progress toward achievement and curriculum
goals and effectiveness of the overall instructional
program.

Principals also have to be effective at

inspiring teachers at all levels of skill and
experience to acquire new competencies and experiences.
One method I will use to assess student performance is
to be in the classrooms as much as possible.

In our

discussions on Monday nights as our car pool group
traveled back and forth to class, we got into a
discussion of how often our current principals visit
our classrooms.

I must say that I was disappointed

with our new principal in that it was February before
he ever made it to my classroom. This will not be the
case when I become principal.

I will try to be in

every classroom within the first two weeks of school.
I feel this can help send a very important message
about how important education is to me and to the
students.

One method that was brought up during our

discussions is a five by five method in which the
principal tries to be in five classrooms for five
minutes each day.

I am not sure that you can get this

done on a daily basis, but it is sure something to
shoot for.
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Role as Manager
The role of manager is no longer a separate
function distant from that of an instructional leader.
One of the easiest most direct way for a school
principal to exercise instructional leadership is
through the managerial tasks he or she engages in every
day (Donmoyer & Wagstaff, 1990).

Donmoyer and Wagstaff

identified seven managerial tasks that can have a
significant impact on teaching and learning and can
influence instruction.
those tasks.

I will briefly discuss six of

Of the six tasks listed below, I feel two

of them carry a double label as tasks of instructional
leaders and managers.

These two tasks include hiring

personnel, supervising personnel.

Scheduling
One of the easiest ways administrator can
influence teaching and learning is through scheduling.
Scheduling decisions are often based on tradition or
political considerations rather than on educational
criteria.

Scheduling almost always affects what

happens to students in classrooms, whether it be
positive or negative.

We need to be aware of the

educational impact of scheduling decisions and work to
ensure that the impact is positive.
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Articulating Policies. Rules. and Norms
A principal can also use a school's policies,
rules, and norms to influence what happens in
classrooms.

Policies, rules, and norms can directly

influence classroom activities by ensuring that there
is adequate time in the school day for teaching and
learning.
eliminated.

Unnecessary interruptions need to be
Principals need to project to the

students, teachers, and parents that academics are
important.

We can begin to do this by getting

personally involved in the student's education.

As I

stated before, we need to visit classrooms each day and
occasionally take part in discussions.

The most

important thing is to just be visible.

Hiring Personnel
One of the most direct ways a principal influences
instruction is by hiring the teachers who deliver it.
We need to work hard to hire teachers who are competent
and committed to the education of students.

As

Donmoyer and Wagstaff (1990) stated, "principals who
care about instruction realize that hiring decisions
are among the most important managerial decisions they
must make".
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supervising Personnel
Principals are not only involved in the hiring of
personnel, they are also involved with the supervision
of those who have been employed.

According to Dr.

Doud, supervision is the key administrative function
between effective principals and less effective
principals (Dr. Doud class notes [Introduction to
Educational Administration, 27:201]).

Successful

principals have considerable influence on what happens
within their buildings.

We will be held accountable

for this function and therefore, as I stated before, we
need to be monitoring what is going on in our buildings
and reinforcing good teaching practices.

coordinating Pupil services
Another important managerial task as defined by
Donmoyer and Wagstaff (1990) is coordinating pupil
services.

Pupil services, if appropriately implemented

and managed, can help students resolve difficulties and
make learning more likely.

These services include

counseling, guidance, health services, and placement in
special programs.

Budgeting
Budgeting in another managerial task that can have
a tremendous impact on a school's instructional
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program.

We need to make sure that we base our

budgeting decisions on maximizing student learning.

As

we discussed in Seminar (Administrative Applications in
Field Settings [27:289]), getting staff, student, and
community input on educational needs and goals can help
determine the priorities when it comes to the budgeting
process.
Conclusion
Leaders come in many different shapes and sizes.
They all have their own style which makes them unique.
It was the intent of this paper to reflect on my
beliefs about the role of the principal in the
educational process.

Educational leaders need to be

strong in the professional skills of communication,
interpersonal skills, organizational management, and
leadership skills.

As you probably picked up through

this paper, I also believe that visibility is very
important in the success of an effective principal.

It

will be my responsibility as a leader to involve the
entire staff, working together to foster a positive
school climate where students feel good about attending
and teachers feel good about teaching.

My role as a

"leader of leaders" will be to inspire others to do
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their best always and in all ways.

I would like to

close my paper with a short poem about a leader.
A Leader
A Leader is --- Best when people barely know he
exist.
him.

Not so good when people obey and acclaim
Worse when they despise him.

But of a good

leader who talks little when his work is done.
His aim fulfilled - they will say "we did it
ourselves" (Dr. Decker class notes [Supervision
and Evaluation of Instruction, 27:215]).
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